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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

• As unemployment rose in 2020 due to layoffs related to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, consumers had
less discretionary income to spend on products, cutting into demand. For more detail, please see the Demand
Determinants chapter.

• Revenue fell in 2020 as rising economic uncertinanty and shelter-in-place orders reduced demand for industry
products. However, industry revenue is expected to increase in 2021. For more detail, please see the Current
Performance chapter.

• Liquor stores are expected to capture a larger portion of the market in 2021 as bars and restaurants remain closed.
For more detail, please see the Major Markets chapter.

Note: The content in this report is currently being updated to reflect the trends outlined above.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition This industry consists of distilleries that purchase ingredients, such as grain, corn, rice, potatoes and sugar, and

manufacture them into alcoholic spirits. These beverages are then bottled and sold to liquor distributors, licensed
retailers and drinking establishments.

Major Players Corby Distilleries Limited

Diageo plc

Beam Suntory

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Distilling liquors

Blending liquors

Bottling liquors

The major products and services in this industry are:

Vodka

Whisky

Rum

Liqueur

Gin, tequila and other spirits
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Coffee & Tea Production in
Canada

Soda Production in Canada Juice Production in Canada Breweries in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Global Spirits Manufacturing Distilleries in the US Vodka Distilleries Whiskey & Bourbon Distilleries

RTD Mixed Spirit Production Spirit Manufacturing in Australia Chinese Alcohol Production in
China

Spirit Production in the UK

Spirit Production in Ireland Spirit Manufacturing in New
Zealand
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$1.4bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-0.8%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

2.0%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$105.3m
Profit

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-3.0%

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

7.6%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-0.9pp

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

212
Businesses

Annual Growth

2016–2021

14.2%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

9.3%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

2,705
Employment

Annual Growth

2016–2021

8.0%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

4.5%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$163.9m
Wages

Annual Growth

2016–2021

3.3%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

4.0%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

Key External Drivers % = 2016–21 Annual Growth

4.3%
World price of wheat

1.6%
Per capita disposable income

-0.1%
Canadian effective exchange rate
index

-0.4%
Per capita alcohol consumption

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Concentration
Low   Technology Change

Low

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Revenue Volatility

Medium

  Capital Intensity
Medium   Barriers to Entry

Medium / Steady

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Industry Assistance
Low / Steady   Regulation & Policy

Heavy / Steady

  Industry Globalization
High / Increasing   Competition

High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 Enterprises have struggled to pass on higher purchase costs

 Canadian spirits are not particularly reputable across the
world

 Several new Canadian distilleries have entered the market

 Consumer preferences are expected to remain stable

 The expansion of the craft spirit industry is expected to
continue fuelling growth

 The United States is expected to experience a trend toward
craft spirit consumption

 The industry is expected to continue growing as the craft
spirit industry saturates and consumer preferences begin to
mature
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  High Profit vs. Sector Average

  Low Product/Service Concentration

  High Revenue per Employee

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  High Imports

  High Customer Class Concentration

  High Capital Requirements

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2021-2026)

  High Performance Drivers

  Canadian effective exchange rate index

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2021)

  Low Revenue Growth (2016-2021)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Per capita disposable income
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Executive Summary So neat: Higher excise taxes and government regulation are expected to
pose a threat to industry growth

The Distilleries industry in Canada has had a weak performance over the five years to 2021, though this is partially
due to historically strong revenue growth prior to the period. Government intervention through the control of liquor
retail sales and high excise taxes have aided in preventing industry growth and have been a significant impediment
to industry expansion. However, solid growth in demand for Canadian products in the United States and a boom in
craft spirits consumption have mitigated this decline. As a result, industry revenue is expected to fall an annualized
0.8% to $1.4 billion over the five years to 2021, with a growth of 2.0% in 2021 alone due to improvements in
consumer spending and exports.

The industry experiences steep competition from foreign producers that have high Canadian market penetration.
This is the result of reputable brands being preferred over unknown spirit brands by Canadian consumers. However,
consumer trends have shifted demand toward domestic craft spirits, fuelled by changing tastes parallel to those
experienced with craft beer, as well as growing disposable income that enables consumers to spend on premium
craft spirits. This trend has been the main source of growth and has led to a massive influx of small craft distilleries.

Similar trends in the United States have boosted exports of spirits to the neighbouring partner and have aided
industry revenue since the export market is the most important for enterprises in an industry where domestic sales
are heavily regulated. Reputable Canadian brands such as Canadian Club and Wiser's have expanded their market
share in the United States. Although revenue has thrived, industry profit has declined as competition and a drop in
overall economies of scale have prevented many distilleries from passing on higher purchase costs to consumers.

The industry is expected to resume growing over the five years to 2026 as the economy improves as the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic is eradicated. The number of enterprises is expected to keep growing as the industry
expands and exports continue to increase amid continued growth of demand in the United States. The most
significant threat to the industry will likely originate from the potential for higher excise taxes and government
regulation of the industry. Overall, industry revenue is expected to grow an annualized 2.0% to $1.5 billion over the
five years to 2026.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Per capita alcohol consumption

Consumers' alcohol consumption affects overall demand for the industry's products, although consumption can
fluctuate based on evolving consumer taste preferences, religious restrictions and other cultural factors. As a result,
when per capita alcohol consumption increases, demand for the industry's products tends to increase. Per capita
alcohol consumption is expected to increase in 2021, representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Per capita disposable income

Per capita disposable income is a key indicator of potential industry revenue growth because consumers' purchases
of alcoholic beverages are heavily swayed by prevailing levels of disposable income. The industry's good are
considered discretionary, so it is important for the industry's growth that consumers become wealthier. Per capita
disposable income is projected to fall in 2021, posing a potential threat to the industry.

 

Canadian effective exchange rate index

The value of the Canadian dollar against that of its trading partners' currencies helps determine the volume and
value of imports entering the domestic market. As the currency appreciates, imported spirits become less expensive
compared with domestically distilled products. When this happens, domestic distilleries typically suffer from greater
foreign competition and fewer export opportunities. The Canadian effective exchange rate index is expected to
increase in 2021.

 

World price of wheat

Grains are a key input for distilleries and the world price of wheat serves as a close indicator of current price volatility
of grain inputs. Distilleries enter contractual purchase agreements with grain producers to protect themselves from
sudden ingredient price shocks, but changes in the world price of wheat over time will ultimately have major
implications for distilleries' profit margins. The world price of wheat is anticipated to increase in 2021.
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Current
Performance

The Distilleries industry in Canada has experienced decline over the five
years to 2021, partially due to falling per capita alcohol consumption.

Government intervention in the form of excise taxes and point-of-sale regulations have also been a significant factor
in dampening revenue growth. However, some of this decline is due to the expansion of craft distillers, which
experienced impressive growth in sales for their products prior to the period, resulting in unsustainably high revenue
totals as the segment matured. As a result, industry revenue is anticipated to have fallen an annualized 0.8% to $1.4
billion over the five years to 2021, with a growth of 2.0% in 2021 alone as consumer spending recovers from the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic in Canada and the United States.

LOW PROFITABILITY DESPITE ENTERPRISE GROWTH

Due to both the large influx of small distilleries and the regulatory
challenges associated with selling spirit products in Canada, enterprises
have struggled to pass on higher purchase costs and industry profit has
generally declined during the period.

Profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, has declined from 8.5% of revenue in 2016 to an estimated
7.6% in 2021. Industry distilleries benefit from various markups and provincial alcoholic beverage retail price floors,
both of which are designed by Canadian liquor boards to limit the social harms of excessive alcohol purchases.
These price markups artificially inflate the retail price of nearly all industry spirits, a portion of which go toward
funding public awareness initiatives and other public spending projects. Distilleries often benefit slightly from these
price markups and will often receive a portion of the price hike, but it can be detrimental for revenue growth since it
makes alcoholic beverage substitutes more competitive.

In an environment of growing demand for spirits as a result of disposable income growth and favourable consumer
tastes, many craft distillers have entered the industry. The number of industry enterprises is projected to an
annualized 14.2% to 212 companies over the five years to 2021. The number of industry employees is expected to
follow suit, rising an annualized 8.0% to 2,705 workers during the same period. These trends have increased
internal competition significantly and have put downward pressure on prices and profit as higher input costs have
become increasingly harder to pass on to consumers.

TRADE EXPANSION AND GROWTH IN UNITED STATES

Canadian spirits are not particularly reputable across the world.

However, there are several Canadian liquor brands that have achieved a similar degree of popularity as major spirit
brands among consumers in the United States. Brands such as Crown Royal, Canadian Club and Wiser's have
become highly recognizable brands across both Canada and the United States and these brands comprise a large
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portion of the industry's export volume. Industry exports are anticipated to increase an annualized 1.2% to $759.9
million over the five years to 2021. The vast majority of industry exports are to the United States, where there is a
large market for Canadian produced spirits. As a result, the growth of spirit consumption and downstream industries
in the United States has been crucial for the industry's growth.

Consumers' preferred spirits are similar to those of the rest of the world, where they tend to purchase reputable
brands. Therefore, the most popular brands tend to be well-known and are exported worldwide, such as Smirnoff,
Grey Goose, Jack Daniel's, Jose Cuervo and other common spirits. Since many of these brands are not produced in
Canada, a high degree of imports is necessary to fulfill domestic demand. This is the result of heavy government
intervention that makes selling products abroad more attractive than domestically, which forces domestic demand to
be fulfilled by brands that have high enough economies of scale to be profitable in Canada. Imports represent 66.7%
of domestic demand for distilled spirits in Canada, a percentage that is anticipated to be stable over the five years to
2026. Imports are anticipated to increase an annualized 2.4% to $1.3 billion over the five years to 2021. While some
major international alcoholic beverage companies have several small-scale bottling facilities in Canada that produce
popular global brands domestically, these plants are generally minimal and serve only to save money that
companies would otherwise be forced to spend exporting these brands from overseas.

PREMIUMIZATION AND CONSUMER TASTES

Several new Canadian distilleries have entered the market over the past
five years to reduce the industry's gradual decline in light of expanding
foreign brands.

Crystal Head Vodka, a new brand founded by actor Dan Aykroyd and artist John Alexander based in Newfoundland
and Labrador, entered the market as a premium, additive-free vodka with a unique, skull-shaped bottle design.
Several other Canadian distilleries have entered the industry over the past five years to help reassert the domestic
offerings of the Distilleries industry that have otherwise been overshadowed by expanding imported brands. This
has been fuelled by the shift of Canadians toward craft spirits in a similar fashion to the growth experienced by the
craft beer industry. This has been driven by cultural changes and growing disposable income in parallel to the trends
occurring in the United States, where craft distilleries are booming.

Small craft distilleries typically respond to market demand more quickly than large corporations and can also target
niche consumers with unique offerings that are not produced elsewhere. Due to the rise of a cocktail culture that
favours mixed drinks, distilleries have been selling a higher volume and new varieties of clear spirits. Clear spirits
are not generally aged in the manufacturing process. Since decreasing time-to-market is critical for start-up
distilleries, clear spirits' popularity has supported new company formation.

Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Per capita
alcohol

consumption
(Liters)

2012 1,087 328 45.0 43.0 1,280 566 996 96.3 1,517 103
2013 1,094 236 59.0 56.0 1,456 684 991 111 1,401 101
2014 1,081 259 67.0 65.0 1,506 656 1,004 115 1,429 101
2015 1,273 265 94.0 91.0 1,569 712 1,100 124 1,661 102
2016 1,442 299 112 109 1,843 717 1,113 140 1,838 102
2017 1,377 333 152 149 1,957 702 1,155 135 1,830 101
2018 1,362 293 212 208 2,496 688 1,251 153 1,926 99.5
2019 1,377 322 246 241 2,644 756 1,320 161 1,941 99.3
2020 1,358 235 190 186 2,562 762 1,330 156 1,926 99.3
2021 1,386 310 215 212 2,705 760 1,252 164 1,879 99.4
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Industry Outlook
Outlook The Distilleries industry in Canada is expected to resume growth over the

five years to 2026 amid an improved economy as COVID-19 (coronavirus)
fades.

The industry will likely continue to experience similar challenges that plagued operators over the five years to 2026,
including strict government regulation and significant competition from foreign alcoholic beverage manufacturers.
Successful innovation and marketing tactics are projected to stimulate growth in per capita spirits consumption and
industry operators are anticipated to continue solid and stable export growth. As a result, industry revenue is
forecast to grow an annualized 2.0% to $1.5 billion over the five years to 2026.

SLOWER CRAFT GROWTH AND THE THREAT OF REGULATION

The expansion of the craft spirit industry is expected to continue fuelling
growth, but at a slower pace, as the market begins to saturate and
consumer tastes mature.

Uncertainty in the price of inputs is also a threat to industry profit, which is likely to foment mergers and acquisitions
over the next five years. Many craft distillers may start to be acquired by larger companies or merge with other
distilleries in efforts to improve declining profit. This trend is reflected in the projected growth in the number of
enterprises, which is expected to rise an annualized 9.3% to 330 companies over the five years to 2026. The
number of employees is expected to follow this trend and grow an annualized 4.5% to 3,374 employees during the
same period. This is slower than the previous period, but the employment growth rate is expected to be much closer
to the rate of enterprises than over the past five years. This will likely increase wages as a share of revenue, which
would put further strain on industry profit.

Additionally, the maturing of the craft spirit industry gives room for further government intervention to dampen
industry revenue growth over the next five years. Changes in excise taxes or industry structure by force of the
government have the potential to boost or bust the industry's growth. However, the industry is not expected to
experience a major shift in government intervention. Consumer preferences are expected to remain stable, as
demand for craft spirits is still a relatively new trend and disposable income is projected to remain on a growth path
despite an anticipated economic slowdown. This is expected to be the foundation of industry expansion over the
next five years.

IMPORT AND EXPORT TRENDS

The United States is expected to continue experiencing a trend toward
craft spirit consumption, which should further aid solid growth of craft
spirit exports.

Steady consolidation among alcoholic beverage giants such as Diageo PLC and Bacardi Limited have increased the
brand exposure of these major companies and drastically improved the economies of scale necessary to
manufacture and distribute their brands across the globe. The ease with which these companies produce and ship
their products to the Canadian market is expected to increase over the next five years, which will likely intensify
competition. Total imports are anticipated to increase an annualized 2.5% to $1.4 billion over the five years to 2026,
representing a projected 67.2% of domestic demand for spirits in 2026. Aggressive trade activity from the United
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Kingdom, France, Italy and much of Europe will likely persist over the next five years.

Meanwhile, domestic distilleries will depend on stable demand from the United States market to grow their
businesses. Exports are expected to represent 54.8% of industry revenue in 2026, with the United States being the
largest market. Therefore, the industry's total product volume to consumers in the United States is likely to exceed
product volume to Canadian consumers over the next five years. Exports are anticipated to increase an annualized
2.0% to $838.5 million over the years to 2026. The stable Canadian dollar is expected to aid some export growth.
Alongside the growth of disposable income, expenditure on alcohol and the decline of excise taxes in the United
States are expected to be the main drivers for export and industry revenue growth over the five years to 2026.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Per capita
alcohol

consumption
 (Liters)

2021 1,386 310 215 212 2,705 760 1,252 164 1,879 99.4
2022 1,427 318 243 242 2,874 774 1,286 173 1,938 99.5
2023 1,455 328 269 267 3,023 801 1,296 181 1,950 99.6
2024 1,481 335 295 293 3,160 814 1,340 188 2,006 99.7
2025 1,505 342 317 315 3,285 827 1,377 195 2,056 99.8
2026 1,529 348 332 330 3,374 839 1,414 200 2,105 99.9
2027 1,554 354 344 342 3,455 850 1,451 204 2,155 100
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

There is wholehearted acceptance of the industry's products

The industry does not possess a wide range of countries to which products are exported

There is little technological change affecting the industry's operations

Industry value added (IVA), which measures an industry's contribution to the Canadian economy, is anticipated to
increase an annualized 1.5% over the 10 years to 2026 for the Distilleries industry in Canada. Comparatively, the
Canadian economy is anticipated to grow at an annualized rate of 1.9% during the same period. Although GDP is
expected to outpace IVA growth, the industry is mature since there is wholehearted market acceptance of the
industry's products. The slower growth is due to weak profit amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic in 2020.

The industry has existed for a long time and there is a well-established range of products in the industry that has not
changed and is not expected to change significantly. The maturity of the industry is highlighted by a long history of
government regulation, which is founded on Canadian ideas and traditions. The industry is also characterized by a
minimal change in technology and procedures, which is a feature of mature industries. Export ties are also
consolidated with the United States, which accounts for more than 80.0% of exports in 2021, and has been the
major export market for decades.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Supermarkets & Grocery Stores in Canada

Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores in Canada

Beer, Wine & Spirits Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Consumers in Canada

Bars & Nightclubs in Canada

Full-Service Restaurants In Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Wheat Farming in Canada

Glass Product Manufacturing in Canada

2nd Tier

Sand & Gravel Mining in Canada

Water Supply & Irrigation Systems in Canada

Fertilizer Manufacturing in Canada

Farm, Lawn & Garden Equipment Wholesaling in Canada

Farm Supplies Wholesaling in Canada

Products & Services

  WHISKY

There is a large variety of spirits produced and sold by the Canadian
Distilleries industry.

Whisky, which is made from mashed corn, rye and other grains, represents the most popular type of spirit. Whisky is
expected to account for 35.1% of the Canadian Distilleries industry's revenue in 2021. Canadian whisky is the only
spirit produced by the industry that is protected by appellation laws. Just as cognac is a grape brandy distilled in the
Cognac region of France, Canadian whisky must be distilled and aged in Canada with minimum barrel aging of three
years and alcohol content of 40.0%. Popular Canadian brands include Crown Royal, J.P. Wiser's and Canadian
Club. Due to the country's proximity to the United States, there is a high degree of international whisky trade
between the two countries. Canadian Club and Crown Royal are widely available for retail in the United States, while
many Canadians prefer Jack Daniel's, Maker's Mark and other variants of the bourbon and Tennessee whisky style.
IBISWorld estimates that whisky comprises the largest and strongest product category for the industry and has
grown over the past five years.

VODKA

Vodka, which is distilled from fermented cereal grains or potatoes, is
expected to comprise 30.4% of industry revenue in 2021.

Although the most popular brands of vodka in Canada are often imports such as Absolut, Skyy, Smirnoff, Belvedere
and Grey Goose, vodka production in Canada has quickly increased in production over the five years to 2021.
Relatively new brands such as Crystal Head Vodka, Iceberg, Pearl and Polar Ice have been introduced to the
market to combat the retail market for alcohol in Canada, which has historically been dominated by foreign brands.
Vodka is particularly popular among younger drinkers, whose taste preferences weigh heavily toward flavoured
vodka and standard vodkas that can be blended in cocktails. Vodka is anticipated to increase as a share of revenue
over the five years to 2026.
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RUM

Rum is the third-largest spirit segment within the industry and represents
an estimated 21.1% of industry revenue in 2021.

Rum is made from sugarcane byproducts, such as molasses, or directly from sugarcane juice. The fermentable
sugars are then distilled and aged in oak barrels. The majority of the world's rum production traditionally occurs in
the Caribbean and Latin America, although the domestic market for rum is dominated by the Newfoundland and
Labrador Liquor Corporation, a crown corporation that domestically produces its own brand of Newfoundland
Screech brand rum along with other brands of rum, gin, brandy, whisky and vodka. Newfoundland Screech is widely
available across Canada and much of New England. IBISWorld expects rum sales to continue to climb over the next
five years, but will shrink as a percentage of overall industry sales amid the popularity of whisky and vodka.

LIQUEUR

Liqueur, a type of spirit that is flavoured with fruit, herbs, spices, flowers
and other sweeteners, is minimally aged and provides a syrupy taste in
varying levels of alcohol content.

Liqueurs are often used in cocktails or consumed as an aperitif. Yukon Jack is one of the industry's most popular
liqueurs, although liqueur is expected to represent only 7.6% of industry revenue in 2021. The increasing popularity
of cocktails bodes well for many flavoured distilled beverages in Canada, but many consumers have increasingly
switched from using liqueurs as additives to the industry's increasing number of flavoured vodkas. As a result, this
segment is anticipated to decline over the next five years.

GIN, TEQUILA AND OTHER SPIRITS

Although Canadian distilleries are capable of producing essentially the
entire spectrum of alcoholic beverages, demand for many domestic
versions of alcohol styles is often insignificant.

This is especially true for brands of gin, tequila, cordials, grain alcohol and other spirits, which are expected to
represent a combined 5.8% of industry revenue in 2021. Ungava dry gin, Chemineaud brandy, De la Tierre Maple
tequila and other small craft spirits are produced in Canada, but do not generate substantial sales. Many popular
imported brands of gin, tequila and other spirits have eliminated the domestic production of these alcoholic
beverages on a wide scale. Due to the substantial import penetration that exists within this industry, these
miscellaneous styles of alcohol are anticipated to continually decline as a share of the industry's revenue over the
next five years.

Demand
Determinants

Demand for products manufactured by the Canadian Distilleries industry
is determined by numerous variables including per capita disposable
income, evolving consumer preferences, demographic changes, the price
of spirits relative to alternative alcoholic beverages and the level of
competition from imported spirits.

Although the industry's products vary substantially in terms of price, quality distilled spirits are generally considered
to be a costly discretionary purchase. As consumers' incomes rise, people will become more likely to purchase
higher quantities or higher priced brands of spirits. As a result, demand for alcoholic beverages is generally higher
among households that have higher disposable income levels. Furthermore, as incomes rise, consumers of all
income levels are more likely to seek out more expensive types of liquor. This shift from low- to high-priced spirits is
known as premiumization, a preference for more expensive variations of “premium” or “super-premium” brands of
liquor.

The comparative price of other alcoholic beverages relative to the price of spirits also affects how much of the
industry's products consumers are willing to buy. Wine and beer are the industry's biggest competitive threats and
sudden declines in the price of either of these alcoholic beverage categories will likely lead to a reduction in
purchases of industry distilled spirits. Many of the industry's largest alcoholic beverage manufacturers have
combated this product substitution by acquiring massive portfolios of liquor, beer and wine brands.

Although the industry consists of many independent distilleries, it must compete with major alcoholic beverage
manufacturers that export their products into Canada. Scotland, for example, dominates the global market for many
popular whisky varieties. Demand for single malt scotch, for example, may increase among Canadian consumers if
the Canadian dollar appreciates or the global popularity of Scottish whisky brands grow.
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Consumer preferences also affect demand for liquor. Individual consumption patterns vary depending on certain
demographics such as age, location, gender and annual income. Male consumers tend to purchase darker spirits
such as whisky and rum, while female consumers purchase clear spirits such as vodka and gin with greater
frequency. Consumer preferences can change depending on perceived health benefits of certain types of alcohol.
Wine is a major competitive threat to liquor, since many reports have suggested that occasional wine consumption
can contribute some cardiovascular benefits.

Demand is not expected to significantly change as a result of COVID-19 (coronavirus). According to a May 2020
study by the Canadian Centre on Substance Abuse and Addiction, 18.0% of Canadians report their alcohol
consumption has increased amid the pandemic, while 70.0% of Canadians indicated their consumption has
remained the same. While downstream consumers are purchasing fewer products at restaurants and bars, those
purchases have largely been replaced by ones made at liquor stores.

Major Markets

  Given the rigidity and maturity of the Canadian Distilleries industry's
structure, the share of each market is not expected to change significantly
over the five years to 2026.

  The exports market has the potential to fluctuate the most if exchange rates experience volatility or if trade patterns
with the United States change. However, most trade ties are well-established and the government intervention in
each province is not expected to loosen.

LIQUOR STORES

Most provinces have Liquor Control Boards that command liquor retail
sales and own retail outlets where final consumers can purchase the
industry's goods.

As a result, liquor stores account for a large portion of revenue for the industry since it is usually required by law for
spirits sales to go through these government entities. For example, the Liquor Distribution Branch is the sole buyer
and reseller of spirits in British Columbia, while Ontario has a similar structure under the Liquor Control Board of
Ontario. Liquor stores are expected to account for 33.3% of industry revenue in 2021, which has grown over the
past five years due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

WHOLESALERS AND CONSUMERS

Independent wholesalers account for a relatively small portion of revenue
since most distilleries either have established distribution networks in
accordance with provincial laws and liquor boards, export their products
or sell locally.

Sales directly to consumers either in-house or through nightclubs and bars also make up a small portion of revenue
since few provinces permit the direct sale to consumers. Wholesalers and consumers are expected to account for
7.9% and 4.0% of industry revenue, respectively, in 2021. These shares have fallen over the past five years due to
the coronavirus pandemic.
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EXPORTS

The majority of the alcoholic beverages distilled by industry operators do
not serve the domestic market.

Many of the industry's most popular brands, including Canadian Club, Crown Royal and J.P. Wiser's, are exported to
the United States. Since the United States represents a far larger customer base for alcoholic beverages, many of
the industry's distilleries continue to expand their operations specifically as a result of demand from the United
States. Exports are expected to represent 54.8% of the industry's market for distilled liquor in 2021, of which more
than 80.0% are directed to the United States.
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International Trade Exports in this industry are    High and Steady

Imports in this industry are    High and Increasing

Imports

The Canadian Distilleries industry contends with high import competition, as 66.7% of domestic demand is satisfied
by imports in 2021. Many of the country's most popular alcoholic beverage brands are manufactured and shipped
from major alcoholic beverage producers abroad and these imported products dominate the domestic market for
liquor. Due to the global popularity of many alcoholic beverage brands, domestic producers must compete with
widely recognized international products. As a result, imports are scattered and represent a diverse range of
countries.

As is often the case between the two North American trade partners, the United States represents the largest
percentage of industry imports, accounting for a projected 38.2% of the industry's distilled beverage products in
2021. Due to the wide number of countries that manufacture and ship the most popular alcoholic beverage products,
industry imports typically come in large quantities from many different European economies. Imports are anticipated
to increase an annualized 2.4% to $1.3 billion in trade value over the five years to 2021. The share of domestic
demand satisfied by imports is expected to remain stable over the five years to 2026.

Exports

The vast majority of industry exports goes to the United States, which is expected to represent 87.7% of exports in
2021. This is due to the industry's geographic proximity to the United States and the free flow of trade that occurs
regularly between the two countries. The United States represents a far larger market for alcohol consumption than
that of Canada, but consumer alcohol consumption patterns remain largely the same. Consumers most frequently
purchase alcohol based on brand recognition and imported brands from Canada occupy a small share among
consumers' liquor purchases. While some discerning consumers may buy specialty liquors based on craft styles and
regional characteristics, a large portion of alcoholic beverage consumers in the United States are casual drinkers
that choose not to exit their comfort zone in terms of purchasing the most immediately recognizable brands.

Aside from the United States, the industry's products are essentially unknown across the rest of the world. Due to
the limited scope of Canada's liquor production, the country does not have an established reputation as an
esteemed liquor producer. As a result, most Canadian distilleries consider exporting their products to anywhere in
the world aside from the United States to be unwise. Dominant liquor brands occupy the vast majority of consumers'
alcoholic beverage purchases and many distilleries view exporting overseas to be too costly and unnecessary. The
Canadian products exported to Europe and Asia are major brands such as Canadian Club whisky. Industry exports
are anticipated to grow an annualized 1.2% to $759.9 million over the five years to 2021.
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Business
Locations

  The Distilleries industry in Canada contains relatively few domestic producers of alcohol due to regulatory restrictions and the high
degree of competition from foreign alcohol brands. As a result, industry operators prefer to locate their facilities as close as
possible to areas with high populations. Ontario and Quebec are expected to represent a respective 26.0% and 23.4% of
establishments in 2021. British Columbia represents the third-highest concentration of industry establishments in 2021, accounting
for 20.8% of industry distilleries. Not coincidentally, these three provinces represent the three largest areas in terms of total
population densities. Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia hold a respective 38.8%, 22.5% and 13.5% the Canadian population.
The provinces also benefit from proximity to foreign consumers via the United States across the southern border and maritime
trade through the Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. Ontario has experienced a large influx of small distilleries over the five
years to 2021 as craft distillers become more common amid shifting consumer tastes.

Canada possesses several small and remote provinces and territories that do not have sufficient local populations to support
major alcoholic beverage production. In addition, distilleries often choose not to establish plant locations in these areas due to the
long distances that would be required to transport their products to provinces with higher populations. Travelling these distances
would be inconvenient and would impose additional fuel costs on distillers from these regions.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The top three largest operators are expected to account for less than 10.0% of the Canadian Distilleries industry's
market share in 2021. The industry consists of a relatively small number of distilleries, some of which are
international beverage manufacturers and the rest of which are domestic, independent operators. Although
international beverage companies operate vast distillery facilities and generate billions of dollars across the world,
these alcoholic beverage giants generally do not operate distillation plants in Canada that are significantly larger
than the average industry plant. Domestic demand for alcoholic beverages is generally small and manufacturing
large quantities of alcohol would be unnecessary. Additionally, most of consumers' demand for distilled beverages is
satisfied by a substantial level of imported beverage products. Many of the industry's most popular brands are
manufactured abroad and imported to Canadian retailers. International alcoholic beverages companies, therefore,
do not need to operate major distillation facilities in Canada.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Effective product promotion:
Intense competition among brands makes marketing an essential component to success in local and international
markets.

Economies of scale:
Mass production reduces average and marginal costs, thereby improving profitability. This is especially important for
value brands that compete mainly on price.

Guaranteed supply of key inputs:
The price of key inputs, such as grains and sugars, can be extremely volatile. Distiller viability depends on limiting
exposure to price shocks by negotiating long-term contracts with ingredient suppliers.

Having a cost-effective distribution system:
Distilleries must have access to downstream distribution networks to sell their products in remote markets.

Must comply with government regulations:
Federal and provincial alcohol regulations are significant and severely enforced. Distilleries must maintain proper
licensing, prepare for audits, meet product quality and safety standards and work with provincial distributors on a
regular basis.

Ability to provide testing or thermometers for on-site employees:
Manufacturing work cannot be done remotely. Operators that can keep employees safe and continue production will
have an advantage.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Profit, which is measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
estimated to account for 7.6% of revenue in 2021. Distilleries are able
to capture significant profit from alcohol production, due to the various
alcoholic beverage regulations built into the Canadian economy. In
many provinces, there are established minimum prices that must be
charged by retailers for industry products. Although a large portion of
these markups goes directly toward funding provincial and federal
programs, domestic distilleries also benefit from these markups along
the supply chain. Profit may be even higher for the industry's dominant
and established companies, which take advantage of economies of
scale throughout the production and distribution process. Industry profit
has decreased from 8.5% in 2016 as a result of increasing internal
competition from craft distillers.

 

  Wages

Wages are expected to represent 11.8% of industry revenue in 2021.
This percentage has increased slightly from 9.7% in 2016. Although
industry distillation activities are performed largely by mechanized
operations, manual labour is necessary to complete various tasks along
the distillation process. Employees must monitor the fermentation and
distillation process to ensure proper quality control, while various sales
and marketing personnel are essential to keeping industry brands on
retail shelves.
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  Purchases

Purchases are expected to represent the largest cost for the industry in
2021, accounting for an estimated 50.7% of total revenue. Purchases
largely consist of ingredients such as grains, sugars, potatoes, corn, rye
and other ingredients that can be mashed, fermented and distilled into
alcoholic beverages. Purchases have decreased as a share of industry
revenue over the five years to 2021 as a result of raw materials costs.
The world price of sugar, for example, has declined over the past five
years. However, this varies largely from distillery to distillery and from
product to product since different spirits require different raw materials.
As a result, purchases can fluctuate from year to year due to changes
in global commodity prices.

 

  Marketing

Total marketing expenses are expected to account for 6.7% of industry
revenue in 2021. With the increasing trend toward premium offerings,
marketing will likely become even more critical for success. Marketing
costs are anticipated to increase as a share of industry revenue over
the five years to 2026.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation costs are expected to account for 2.9% of industry
revenue in 2021. Although total wages paid have increased over the
past five years, industry operators have also increased total
expenditures in capital and equipment to expand the mechanized
nature of alcoholic beverage production.
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  Rent

Rent costs are expected to account for 3.6% of industry revenue in
2021.

 

  Utilities

Utilities are expected to account for 2.6% of industry revenue in 2021.

 

  Other Costs

The industry's remaining miscellaneous costs include the insurance,
licensing fees and administrative expenses necessary to perform the
industry's day-to-day operations. These other costs are expected to
account for 14.0% of industry revenue in 2021.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  Consumers seek out many different types of liquor based on different
criteria.

Spirits range in terms of ingredients, quality, taste, price, presentation and brand recognition. Therefore, operators in
the Distilleries industry in Canada must compete by marketing their products to isolate and emphasize one of these
specific consumer needs.

INTERNAL COMPETITION

Price-based competition is particularly intense among distillers that solely
produce value products.

These products are made specifically to target consumers that search for affordable and consistent liquor brands.
For many consumers, finding the lowest price possible for liquor is the only differentiating factor in their purchasing
decisions. This encourages competition among distilleries to produce beverages by minimizing input and production
costs, expanding production facilities to increase economies of scale and distributing their products to the largest
customer base possible.

Many smaller distilleries compete for the market of consumers which purchase their liquor based on flavour and
ingredients. For consumers that value the highest quality ingredients and seek out brands offering the best taste
possible, the price is rarely a significant determining factor. As a result, distilleries will compete by seeking out
premiere source ingredients from esteemed suppliers and will pay very close attention during the distillation process
to ensure that each bottle is crafted according to a specific style. The range of distribution and total quantities of
alcohol produced are often inconsequential for distilleries that produce their products for discerning consumers.

Branding and promotion also play a major role in industry competition. Through advertising and promotion,
distilleries are able to reach out to consumers and effectively communicate the styles and specific benefits of their
products. Advertising is essential for all distilleries. Multinational alcoholic beverage producers and local distilleries
alike choose to market their products to communicate the goals associated with their products. Price, product
quality, social status, ingredients and source location are advertised to target specific niches of consumers that seek
out these qualities in their alcoholic beverages.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

The industry competes with other alcoholic beverages such as beer and
wine.

Changes in the price of one type of alcohol will have immediate effects on demand for other alcoholic beverages.
For example, federal increases in the excise tax placed on retail sales of wine will make wine relatively more
expensive compared with industry spirits, thereby causing consumers to reduce purchases of wine in exchange for
relatively less expensive liquor products.

Soft drinks and other nonalcoholic beverages also compete for a share of consumers' spending. Consumer taste
preferences can affect how much money is spent on alcohol. Increased awareness of the health benefits associated
with alcohol may direct consumers to purchase other types of beverages instead of alcohol. External competition is
not limited to the domestic market. Foreign alcoholic beverage producers and soft drink producers pose a continual
threat to industry distilleries.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Medium and the trend is Steady
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  The difficulty of entering the Distilleries industry in Canada
varies depending on the target market for new entrants.
Liquor production is costly and highly capital intensive. As
a result, new producers tend not to purchase massive
distilling equipment unless their planned output justifies
the initial investment. Additionally, the long interval
between the start of production and the final product
being available means that cash flows are not established
for some time. While some products can be distilled over
shorter periods of time, some styles of aged liquor can
take several years to mature before hitting retail shelves.
Delayed revenue can deter prospective entrants with
smaller cash reserves from entering the market.

However, distilleries with low output can be formed with
minimum initial expenses. Due to the relationship
between aging and quality, these players may still
compete in the value-oriented segments of the market.
Many small distilleries have been able to carve out
profitable niches quickly by focusing on local markets and
bottom-shelf brands. While prospective producers of high-
quality brands may not wish to affect their brand image by
initially producing low-margin styles designed for quick
turnaround, this may be a helpful strategy for less
discerning establishments that simply wish to generate
revenue as quickly as possible.

For entrants seeking broader market penetration, barriers
are considerably higher. This arena is dominated by a
handful of well-established, multinational companies.
These companies can produce inexpensively because
they possess the economies of scale to produce high
volumes with minimal per-unit costs. Additionally, these
producers often have key distribution relationships with
government and private distributors, making it difficult for
new entrants to market their products. Large alcoholic
beverage producers also have a high degree of familiarity
with consumers and they have spent years cultivating a
specific brand that has a wide degree of familiarity. For
prospective entrants to the industry, building these
business relationships and establishing brand awareness
can take years.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Low  

Regulation & Policy Heavy  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  The Distilleries industry in Canada experiences a significant amount of globalization. Many Canadian consumers prefer to
purchase liquor from international alcoholic beverage producers and the vast majority of these corporations do not
produce any of their popular products in Canada. As a result, brands such as Smirnoff, Grey Goose, Jack Daniel's,
Absolut and many others are produced all across the world and imported into Canada to serve consumer demand.
Increasing import penetration represents the single largest threat to industry revenue growth over the five years to 2026
and the continued consolidation of the world's largest beverage manufacturers will likely lead to even greater popularity
and availability of major imported brands.

The industry is anticipated to increase overall exports of its products over the five years to 2021. The United States
represents a key market for popular industry products such as Canadian Club and Crown Royal. However, outside of the
United States, the industry's most popular products are virtually unknown across the world. The increasing popularity of
the industry's brands among consumers in the United States will certainly help generate additional revenue growth in the
future, but the industry's dependence on the nation's consumption, when coupled with dwindling interest among domestic
consumers who continually flock to foreign brands, represents a key weakness for industry operators. The Canadian
market for distilled spirits is highly globalized, but it will likely continue to suffer revenue declines as a result of far more
recognizable brands dominating consumer purchases of liquor.
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Major Companies

Major Players Corby Spirit and Wine Limited

Market Share: 4.3%

Brand Names J.P Wiser's

  Headquartered in Toronto, Corby Spirit and Wine Limited (Corby) is a public company. It is a subsidiary of Paris-
based Pernod Ricard, which is one of the world's largest wine and spirit producers. In addition to its own Canadian
brands, Corby represents many of Pernod Ricard's spirits and wine brands sold on the Canadian market, including
Absolut, Jameson, Beefeater, Kahlua and Jacob's Creek. The company has also acquired wineries in the Ontario
area in efforts to diversify its product range, but these products are not industry relevant. Corby generated $153.4
million in total revenue over fiscal 2020 (year-end June, latest data available)

While the company claims to generate an estimated 23.0% of spirits sales in Canada, its manufacturing is now
limited to Corby-owned brands. Industry-relevant revenue is limited to Corby's in-house distillation facilities at its sole
remaining Canadian production facility in Windsor, ON. Sales to third parties just prior to the period dented industry-
relevant company revenue and Pernod Ricard has shifted its acquisitions focus toward microdistillers. In 2016,
Corby acquired Domaine Pinnacle, a Quebec-based spirits manufacturer that holds the rights to Ungava Canadian
gin. The company has distribution agreements in the United States and the United Kingdom through which it exports
its Canadian products. Domestically, Corby distributes its products to provincial liquor boards.

Financial performance

Corby's industry-relevant revenue is anticipated to increase an annualized 4.3% to $59.2 million over the five years
to fiscal 2021. This growth has been fuelled by strong export growth, which has become a major focus for the
company over the past five years. Domestic sales experienced weaker growth during the period as internal
competition has increased substantially. The company is expected to increase its marketing efforts on key brands
primarily in the domestic market. Corby's operating income, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
expected to grow an annualized 3.5% to $13.8 million over the five years to fiscal 2021.
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Corby Spirit and Wine Limited (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016-17 48.0 N/C 11.7 N/C
2017-18 48.9 1.9 11.6 -0.9
2018-19 50.0 2.2 11.4 -1.7
2019-20 51.1 2.2 12.0 5.3
2020-21 57.5 12.5 13.6 13.3
2021-22 59.2 3.0 13.8 1.5

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates; **Year-end June

Diageo PLC

Market Share: 3.6%

Brand Names Crown Royal, Smirnoff, Seagram's VO,
Bailey's, Captain Morgan, Tanqueray, Johnnie Walker

  London-based Diageo PLC (Diageo) was formed after the 1997 merger of alcoholic beverage giant Guinness with
food and spirits company Grand Metropolitan. The company produces over 200 brands with an estimated 28,000-
employee workforce. Its products are sold across over 180 countries. Diageo has gradually shed most of its food-
related holdings and is currently the world's largest producer of spirits. The company generated $30.0 billion in total
revenue over fiscal 2020 (year-end June, latest data available).

The company owns popular brands such as Ketel One, Don Julio, Baileys, Smirnoff and Captain Morgan, among
many others. The company also owns a portion of the popular Seagrams brand of Canadian whisky. Seagram
Company Ltd. had been a staple among Canadian alcoholic beverage industries prior to the company's auctioning
off of its beverages business at the turn of the century. Diageo Canada Inc. is headquartered in Toronto and
operates two distilleries in Canada. The company has a global reach and as a result, Canada does not represent a
large portion of company operations.

Financial performance

Diageo's industry-relevant revenue is expected to grow an annualized 3.0% to $50.4 million over the five years to
fiscal 2021, fuelled by the performance of Canadian whisky. Although Diageo's market share is low since industry-
relevant revenue only accounts for domestic production, the company imports a large amount of spirits from brands
it owns across the world. As a result, Diageo's market share of spirit sales in Canada is significantly higher when
imported international brands are included. The company has increased its marketing efforts through music and
digital campaigns. This has also been supported by the overall improvement in disposable income and consumer
trends. Diageo's operating income, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is anticipated to grow an
annualized 2.7% to $22.6 million over the five years to fiscal 2021.

 
Diageo PLC (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016-17 43.4 N/C 19.8 N/C
2017-18 40.1 -7.6 18.3 -7.6
2018-19 45.0 12.2 19.6 7.1
2019-20 45.7 1.6 20.6 5.1
2020-21 48.7 6.6 21.9 6.3
2021-22 50.4 3.5 22.6 3.2

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (converted from GBP to CAD); **Year-end June
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Beam Suntory Inc.

Market Share: 1.4%

Brand Names Wiser's Canadian Whiskies, McGuinness
Liqueurs, Lamb's Rum, Polar Ice Vodka

  Illinois-based Beam Suntory Inc. (Beam Suntory) is a company and subsidiary of Suntory Holdings, a Japanese
brewing and distilling company. The spirits company was established as Beam Inc. until Suntory Holdings acquired
Beam Inc. in a 2014 deal valued at $16.0 billion. The current Beam Suntory alcoholic beverage lineup includes
bourbon, whisky, scotch, tequila, cognac, cordials, liqueurs, rum, vodka, gin and ready-to-drink cocktails. These
include Jim Beam and Maker's Mark bourbons, among other brands. Overall, the company generated $15.8 billion in
global revenue over 2019 (latest data available).

Beam Suntory owns just two Canadian manufacturing facilities, which include a Canadian Club manufacturing plant
in Windsor, ON, as well as Alberta Distillers Limited, a Calgary plant that manufacturers Alberta Premium brand rye
whisky. Apart from its corporate rebranding, the company has made few significant industry-relevant changes in
Canada over the five years to 2021. As a result, Canada remains as a small part of Beam Suntory's operations.

Financial performance

Beam Suntory's Canadian spirit manufacturing has benefited from the widespread popularity of its Canadian Club
whisky brand across both Canada and the United States. The company's industry-relevant revenue is anticipated to
grow an annualized 0.6% to $20.0 million over the five years to 2021. Although Beam Suntory's market share is low
since industry-relevant revenue only accounts for domestic production, the company imports a large amount of
spirits brands it owns across the world. As a result, the company's market share of spirit sales in Canada is
significantly higher when imported international brands are included, underscoring its importance to the industry.
Beam Suntory's operating profit, which is measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to fall an
annualized 1.2% to reach $1.8 million over the five years to 2021. However, due to the company's small focus on
Canada, this difference is less than $150,000.

 
Beam Suntory Inc. (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016 19.5 N/C 1.9 N/C
2017 18.9 -3.1 1.7 -10.5
2018 20.1 6.3 1.8 5.9
2019 20.9 4.0 1.8 0.0
2020 19.5 -6.7 1.6 -11.1
2021 20.0 2.6 1.8 12.5

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from JPY to CAD)
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Medium

  The production of distilled alcoholic beverages is a highly
mechanized process. Operators in the Distilleries industry
in Canada spend an estimated $0.25 on capital for every
$1.00 spent on labour in 2021, resulting in a moderate level
of capital intensity. The majority of the distillation process
requires very little labour from workers. As a result, the
industry's establishments often consist of few employees
who must operate massive distilleries. Despite this, the
industry has become less capital intensive over the five
years as smaller craft distilleries have flooded the market.
These operators do not have the capital to automate their
processes, so they require more employees. Additionally,
larger players, such as Diageo PLC and Beam Suntory
Inc., are major international alcoholic beverage producers
that have vertically integrated wholesaling and marketing
activities. Additional personnel drive up these companies'
labour costs considerably to pay for the sales, marketing
and administrative departments that are necessary to
produce, distribute and sell their most popular items.

Similar to all large-scale manufacturing, liquor production
requires substantial amounts of machinery. Stills, filtration
systems, barrels, cellar space, bottling lines and other
machinery are bought when a plant is first established, but
require continuous maintenance and repair. Although
capital expenditure and wage costs vary per distillery, total
capital expenditures for the industry are estimated to have
increased from $37.2 million in 2016 to $40.0 million in
2021. There have been increasing incentives among
independent distilleries to expand production facilities
following the continued growth and merger activity of the
industry's largest international alcoholic beverage
producers. Large, mechanized producers are more capable
of capturing economies of scale that enable them to
produce greater volumes of liquor for less than their
smaller competitors.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Low Rate of
Innovation

Unlikely A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Low Innovation
Concentration

Unlikely A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Very Low Ease of Entry Very
Unlikely

A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Very High Rate of Entry Very Likely Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Medium Market
Concentration

Potential A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

Additionally, this industry's structure makes it difficult for new operators to enter and succeed. These barriers have the
potential to disincentivize potential disruptors. Despite these barriers, the industry is experiencing a rapid growth in the
number of companies. A difficult operating environment for new entrants combined with a large cohort of them may create a
situation where these companies may take on a disruptive trajectory in non-traditional markets.

The Distilleries industry in Canada benefits from wholehearted market
acceptance and a history that protects it from major technological disruptions
that shift demand toward the consumption of other goods.

However, it is susceptible to technological developments in competitor industries that can make substitute goods more
attractive, which could hurt demand for distilled spirits. Innovation in the production of beer or wine could attract demand
and shift alcohol consumption away from distilleries. For example, beers or wine that contain high alcohol by volume may
become more accessible and improved, which could disrupt the Distilleries industry in Canada. Despite potential shifts in
consumer tastes, the industry has not experienced serious technological disruptions over the five years to 2021.

The level of technology change is    Low

  The basic scientific premise of converting fermentable sugars to alcohol and
distilling the alcohol into a concentrated spirit has gone essentially unchanged
for centuries.

It is a relatively simple process and individuals could potentially make their own spirits using inexpensive home-distilling
kits. The most recent technological improvements in large-scale distilling are incremental and aim to make products in the
Distilleries industry in Canada safer and more consistent. Examples include better filtration systems and greater knowledge
about aging fruits and grains. The latter has enabled distilleries to produce in larger, more efficient batches that reduce
waste without compromising the quality of their output.
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Faster and less wasteful bottling and palleting technologies have reduced costs and sped up the process of packaging
shipments. Palleting is the process of packaging cases of products on platforms to ready them for storage and shipment.
Innovations in these areas and in logistics (e.g. label tracking) over the past five years have helped companies keep up
profit despite increasing input costs by reducing waste and minimizing utility costs. To further cut costs and boost
sustainability, some companies have experimented with packaging by making thinner bottles or substituting toward plant-
based materials.

Some distilleries have experimented with different types of equipment materials. Copper has historically been used as the
main input for stills during the distilling process, but some small-scale producers have switched to using small glass
components. This helps production workers to more accurately assess the distillation process. From a marketing
perspective, small distilleries may use glass components because it enhances the visual aspect of distillation when
providing guided tours to their customers. Other improvements to equipment include renewable facilities that capture heat
and steam from the distillation process and channel it to generators that partially power their equipment.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Medium

  Revenue for the Distilleries industry in Canada is sensitive to changes in
disposable income, consumer drinking preferences, changes in various
alcohol-related excise taxes and regulations and increasing competition from
foreign importers of alcohol.

Industry revenue has experienced a moderate level of volatility over the five years to 2021 as a result of intensifying
competition abroad and government intervention that has increased taxes on distilled spirits in Canada and in major
markets such as the United States. Regulatory changes in the sale and distribution of spirits in Canada has the largest
effect on volatility since this can affect the industry's revenue growth sporadically. However, revenue volatility is tamed by
the vast range of products the industry offers and the extensive export market that can ameliorate poor domestic demand.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Heavy and the trend is Steady

Operators in the Distilleries industry in Canada endure substantial federal and
provincial regulations.

The Importation of Intoxicating Liquors Act has served as the general regulatory framework for alcoholic beverage
producers, wholesalers and retailers over the past 30 years. This act outlines various prohibitions, punishments, import
requirements and other legal requirements pertaining to the production and distribution of alcohol across Canada. For
example, the act requires that all imported liquor into Canada be examined by the resident liquor board of the province to
which it is being delivered. These liquor boards and provincial governments are also responsible for regulating sales
practices pertaining to alcohol, collecting excise taxes on sales of alcohol and controlling the interprovincial commerce of
liquor. Federal excise taxes are also levied on industry products at the retail level and are levied on producers at the time
spirits are packaged.
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NUTRITION

The industry is regulated by Health Canada, which establishes the standards
for food safety and nutritional quality.

The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) and provincial liquor boards work together to ensure that alcoholic
beverages are properly labelled in terms of ingredients and alcohol content. Domestic and foreign alcoholic beverages are
subject to Canada's labelling requirements and quality standards in accordance with the Consumer Packaging and
Labelling Act.

Spirits Canada and Health Canada worked in unison to legally define the appropriate standards for defining domestically
produced whisky as Canadian whisky. To be defined as so, the whisky must be distilled in Canada, aged for at least three
years in Canada in wooden barrels and contain 40.0% alcohol by volume. Establishing these legal guidelines preserves the
identity of Canadian whisky from inferior brands and foreign competitors.

MANUFACTURING

Various policies regulate the industry's manufacturing facilities.

For example, distilleries must meet all laws with regard to zoning and environmental requirements, such as those included
in the Canadian Environmental Protection Act and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. Provincial regulations can
also apply.

RETAIL

Regulations restrict the sale of spirits to government retailers throughout most
of Canada and set minimum prices for alcoholic beverages, which reduces
price-based competition for value products.

Furthermore, liquor boards also charge a markup to all products, meaning that distilleries largely cannot control the ultimate
retail price of their spirits. Government-owned stores are mandated to carry a variety of products in specific proportions.
Nonetheless, the process of approval of a liquor for sale can be lengthy. Likewise, shelf space and distributors are limited
because only provincial liquor board outlets can sell spirits legally within Canada, although some provinces do permit
distilleries to conduct on-site sales. Such sales, however, are limited by the distilleries' local markets.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Steady

The Distilleries industry in Canada is heavily controlled and its activities are
overseen by provincial and territorial alcoholic beverage authorities.

Although the level of regulation varies by province, most areas of Canada have liquor boards that oversee the production,
distribution and retail of alcoholic beverages. Downstream industries are mainly government-run or heavily regulated, so
distilleries must develop strong trade agreements with wholesalers and retailers alike to succeed in the industry. This factor
favours established distilleries and therefore, could be considered a barrier to entry for newer operators.

The Association of Canadian Distillers, often referred to as Spirits Canada, is the only national association that represents
the interests of Canadian distillers. Spirits Canada campaigns on behalf of industry producers on matters of public policy.
Provincial liquor boards frequently modify and critique their regulatory strategy and Spirits Canada often seeks to reduce
many of the regulatory measures that hurt the success of the industry. Among the association's initiatives include seeking
fair taxation on industry products, enabling manufacturers to directly deliver their products to retailers if they can safely do
so, lifting laws that prohibit consumers from self-serving full bottles of spirits in licensed drinking establishments (i.e. full
bottle service) and generally campaigning to keep the regulatory burden on industry distilleries at low levels.

Additionally, the federal government has adopted several policies to help businesses nationwide in the wake of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, including the deferment of income taxes owed between March 18, 2020 and August 31,
2020. The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy will also support up to 75.0% of an employee's wages, up to $847.00 weekly,
for employers that experienced a decrease in gross revenues of at least 15.0% in March and 30.0% in both April and May.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Per capita
alcohol

consumption
(Liters)

2012 1,087 328 45.0 43.0 1,280 566 996 96.3 1,517 103
2013 1,094 236 59.0 56.0 1,456 684 991 111 1,401 101
2014 1,081 259 67.0 65.0 1,506 656 1,004 115 1,429 101
2015 1,273 265 94.0 91.0 1,569 712 1,100 124 1,661 102
2016 1,442 299 112 109 1,843 717 1,113 140 1,838 102
2017 1,377 333 152 149 1,957 702 1,155 135 1,830 101
2018 1,362 293 212 208 2,496 688 1,251 153 1,926 99.5
2019 1,377 322 246 241 2,644 756 1,320 161 1,941 99.3
2020 1,358 235 190 186 2,562 762 1,330 156 1,926 99.3
2021 1,386 310 215 212 2,705 760 1,252 164 1,879 99.4
2022 1,427 318 243 242 2,874 774 1,286 173 1,938 99.5
2023 1,455 328 269 267 3,023 801 1,296 181 1,950 99.6
2024 1,481 335 295 293 3,160 814 1,340 188 2,006 99.7
2025 1,505 342 317 315 3,285 827 1,377 195 2,056 99.8
2026 1,529 348 332 330 3,374 839 1,414 200 2,105 99.9

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Per capita
alcohol

consumption
(%)

2012 3.99 28.4 2.27 4.87 1.26 13.7 3.51 7.83 0.48 -1.25
2013 0.67 -27.8 31.1 30.2 13.8 20.9 -0.55 14.7 -7.68 -1.94
2014 -1.21 9.60 13.6 16.1 3.43 -4.07 1.37 4.07 2.01 -0.50
2015 17.7 2.16 40.3 40.0 4.18 8.43 9.57 7.82 16.2 1.09
2016 13.3 12.9 19.1 19.8 17.5 0.74 1.16 12.6 10.6 -0.40
2017 -4.49 11.5 35.7 36.7 6.18 -2.14 3.73 -3.16 -0.42 -0.79
2018 -1.08 -12.1 39.5 39.6 27.5 -2.03 8.38 13.2 5.26 -1.29
2019 1.04 9.76 16.0 15.9 5.92 9.87 5.50 4.96 0.79 -0.17
2020 -1.33 -26.9 -22.8 -22.8 -3.11 0.84 0.72 -2.74 -0.77 -0.04
2021 2.03 31.9 13.2 14.0 5.58 -0.27 -5.83 4.86 -2.48 0.10
2022 2.94 2.71 13.0 14.2 6.24 1.89 2.65 5.55 3.18 0.09
2023 1.99 2.89 10.7 10.3 5.18 3.43 0.80 4.56 0.62 0.06
2024 1.74 2.41 9.66 9.73 4.53 1.67 3.37 3.98 2.86 0.12
2025 1.66 1.93 7.45 7.50 3.95 1.51 2.78 3.50 2.48 0.09
2026 1.59 1.75 4.73 4.76 2.70 1.43 2.68 2.46 2.39 0.10

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2012 30.1 65.6 52.1 849 8.86 28.4 75,234
2013 21.6 70.7 62.5 752 10.1 24.7 75,893
2014 24.0 70.3 60.7 718 10.6 22.5 76,361
2015 20.8 66.2 55.9 811 9.74 16.7 79,031
2016 20.7 60.6 49.7 782 9.68 16.5 75,746
2017 24.2 63.1 51.0 704 9.82 12.9 69,085
2018 21.5 65.0 50.5 546 11.2 11.8 61,338
2019 23.4 68.0 54.9 521 11.7 10.7 60,779
2020 17.3 69.0 56.1 530 11.5 13.5 61,007
2021 22.4 66.7 54.8 512 11.8 12.6 60,591
2022 22.3 66.3 54.3 496 12.1 11.8 60,195
2023 22.5 66.4 55.0 481 12.4 11.2 59,841
2024 22.7 66.8 55.0 469 12.7 10.7 59,525
2025 22.7 67.0 54.9 458 12.9 10.4 59,269
2026 22.7 67.2 54.8 453 13.0 10.2 59,129

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2021
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
http://www.agr.gc.ca

Canadian Beverage Association
http://www.canadianbeverage.ca

Canadian Association of Liquor Jurisdictions
http://www.calj.org

Industry Jargon DISTILLATION
The evaporation and collection of a liquid, undertaken to separate a more volatile liquid from a less volatile one;
used as a means of purification.

PREMIUMIZATION
Trading up toward products that are of a higher quality and price.

READY-TO-DRINK (RTD)
A bottled beverage that typically has some combination of spirits and juices. Examples include Smirnoff Ice and
Jack Daniels and Cola.

STILL
A distilling apparatus consisting of a vessel, in which a liquid is heated and vaporized.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.
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INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.
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